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Or: 

Research data scary tales 
from a PhD in Library and Information Science 

on Data Parasites



Science is important... and expensive!
“After a marathon five-day 
summit of the European 
Council, on which EU 
heads of state sit, leaders 
agreed to give €81 billion 
to the upcoming flagship 
research programme, 
Horizon Europe, which 
starts in January 2021. 
[...]” 
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https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-020-02199-3



Worth it?
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Trick or Treat?
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Trick! .. or is it?

https://www.washingtonpost.com/graphics/politics/trump-cl
aims-database/
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https://www.thestar.com/news/world/analysis/2019/
06/05/donald-trump-has-now-said-more-than-5000-
false-claims-as-president.html



Trick or Treat?
“Universal mask use could 
save an additional 129,574 
(85,284–170,867) lives from 
September 22, 2020 through 
the end of February 2021, or 
an additional 95,814 
(60,731–133,077) lives 
assuming a lesser adoption 
of mask wearing (85%), 
when compared to the 
reference scenario.
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https://doi.org/10.1038/s41591-020-1132-9



Treat! … Trick??!
“A review of this source indicates, 
however, that public mask use for the 
United States sat at a significantly higher 
rate of 68% as of 21 September, the 
stated date. This higher number is also 
consistent with more recent survey data, 
suggesting U.S. mask usage in public 
spaces has consistently hovered between 
75 and 80% since mid-July 2020 – a 
figure much closer to the IHME’s own 
targeted mask compliance rates.”

8https://retractionwatch.com/2020/10/26/widely-cited-covid-19-masks-paper-under-scrutiny-for-inaccurate-stat/#more-120759



Data is needed 
to verify research statements
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Research Data Horror Week
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Research is in a (trust) crisis
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(Most) Research results are not reproducible
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https://dx.doi.org/10.1038/533452a



When data is too good to be true
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Meat eaters are “selfish bastards”



“I failed as a scientist. I 
adapted research data and 
fabricated research. Not 
once, but several times, 
not for a short period, but 
over a longer period of 
time.”

14https://univers.wpengine.com/nieuws/2012/11/28/levelt-report-fraud-detected-in-55-publications/

Misconduct and data fraud



… if data is available at all
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https://www.flickr.com/photos/dmh650/4031607067/in/gallery-wlef70-72157633022909105



And CERN?
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CERN Open Data Portal
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What is the benefit of Open Data?
● The availability of the underlying data makes research results transparent & 

verifiable
● Research results are reproducible, also in the long-term
● Research data can be reused by others
● Publicly available data and software can be properly cited
● Research data citations provide credit to the data producer(s)
● Metrics based on research data citations may demonstrate the impact of data 

and software projects
● Data metrics have the potential to prove the impact of a research project to 

research funders
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Data citations as incentives for Open Science
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The issue with data / software citations
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Data citations are hard to capture
● Only 0.33% of all DOIs registered 

by the research data repository 
Zenodo are traceably cited at least 
once

● 98.5% of all analyzed citations to 
datasets on Zenodo proved to be 
self-citations

● The impact of software is hard to 
track as citations may point to 
multiple versions
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Data citations are idiosyncratic
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Data citation discovery tools are insufficient
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Overlap of tracked citations by multiple citation discovery services



...and rely on formal data citations
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Overlap of search term efficiency



The tracking of research data citations
● We can only observe a fraction of real data and software usage.
● Tracking research data reuse in publications is challenging due to technical 

and social issues.
● Citations to research data and software are not standardized, and not yet 

adopted in common publication practices.
● Data creators and software developers do not receive credit for their work.
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Research data and software are valuable and should be available as open as 
possible and as soon as possible.

It is everybody’s responsibility to improve scholarly communication by giving credit 
where credit is due.
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When it works...

Confusing citation recommendation in a messy identifier universe - solved! (for now) 27



Thank you for listening!
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